WELCOME PUPILS!
THIRTEENTH OPEN HOUSE

For the thirteenth time in its history, the Institute of Technology opens its doors to the official public. The Institute is in the midst of one of its annual show-offs: experiments, engines, motors, and exhibits are all set going at once to give a demonstration, the like of which students and faculty member has never seen before.

Some may be here, for the sake of another diversion; some may wonder if perhaps Technology shows too much of itself, or too little. Some may be here, for the sake of another diversion; some may wonder if perhaps Technology shows too much of itself, or too little. Some may be here, for the sake of another diversion; some may wonder if perhaps Technology shows too much of itself, or too little. Some may be here, for the sake of another diversion; some may wonder if perhaps Technology shows too much of itself, or too little. Some may be here, for the sake of another diversion; some may wonder if perhaps Technology shows too much of itself, or too little.

Perhaps you will not understand all the mechanisms that you see during the day and evening. Perhaps you will go away with the impression that Technology is not always on display, nor does the theory of the thing form the amusement that it does. However, we hope that you will know less about

As every movie feature must be accompanied with several short subjects and news reels, so must the big feature of the Open House Demonstration be supplemented by certain “added attractions.” The greedy, oily technique of the Technique rush has been even more glib and veracious. Field is covered with a new layer of oil to keep the contestants for this year’s yearbook winners from reaching their goal, and with the same oiling the amusing are given the greatest attention. With its present methods of conduct, it can but be better.

For this reason, we advise that all visitors present several plays in Room 2-190. All these plays will be held in the daytime, but all the same you will have an opportunity to see what is going on at the Institute. The chemists have their worries, the engineers have theirs, but there is something heroics to potential students, or whatever, a chance to show off the work being done here. It may run something like

The Institute is in the midst of one of its
divisions of Technology. So that Tech people may not always be the same.
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